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Psychology of education
Peoples' Friendship University of Russia

Degree or qualification is awarded:

Bachelor’s Degree

Language of study: Russian
Mode of study: full-time
Duration: 4 years
Availability of free education: yes
Price: 236 400 RUB per year for CIS students;3 900 US $ per year for Int. students

Programme curator: Sokolova Natalia
Tel.: +7 (495) 787-38-03,(# 1040)
E-mail: sokolova_nl@pfur.ru

Programme focus

The Programme is aimed at training managers-psychologists of wide profile with in-depth knowledge of the English
language for organizational and managerial activities in various domestic and foreign institutions.

It provides an opportunity to get a wide range of knowledge and skills in the field of psychology, pedagogy, general
management and personnel management. The students acquire profound knowledge of historical background of
psychology, pedagogy and education as well as management theory and modern management techniques. This
programme also includes such special disciplines as ethnic psychology, correctional psychology and psychodrama.

Programme advantages

Students will develop knowledge and understanding of:

general principles of pedagogy; methodology of psycho-pedagogical research; fundamentals of psychological
counseling; methods of psychological diagnostics of preschool and junior school age children; stages of management
evolution, objectives of the present-day manager, organization types and structures, staff management, conflict
management, making management decisions, etc.

Graduates` expertise and career opportunities

Types of professional activity of graduates range from research and teaching work to correctional, development and
management activities. The graduates work in the areas of management and educational services, human resource
management, tourism, radio and television, restaurant and hotel services, in various domestic and foreign companies
and public foundations and organizations. They are prepared to deal with the following professional tasks:
implementation of psycho-pedagogical activities in secondary and higher education, management in a variety of
areas, processes and people management skills with in-depth knowledge of the English language and translation. The
graduates are certainly able to continue their education in the chosen field.
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Specializations within this programme


